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A magnificent collection of heart-rending ballads and a vocal quality that will blow your mind 12 MP3

Songs POP: Delicate, EASY LISTENING: Love Songs Details: Barratt has been singing and dancing

since the age of three. By 14 he had attended the Royal Ballet School and attained Grade 5. He first

came to the UK's attention when featured on Michael Barrymore's 'My Kind of People' and 'My Kind of

Music', and went on to perform 90 dates at the Royal Albert Hall supporting Sir Cliff Richard. Having been

signed to the Warner Classics subsidiary Erato, Barratt's album 'I Love You, Goodbye' was released in

Japan, France and the USA in year 2000. 50,000 copies were sold, with Barratt making promotional

appearances in these countries. The album was featured on the USA's QVC channel, and 'I Love You,

Goodbye' was declared their fastest selling album for a debut artist, selling more than 400 copies in 10

minutes. In the USA, Atlantic Records picked up on the track 'A Time for Us' and released a club version.

It made Number 14 in the Billboard play chart, selling all 5,000 copies very quickly. By 2001 Warner

Classics were undergoing major restructuring and in the UK, 'I Love You, Goodbye' was only 'technically

released' with zero exposure. The few copies that were made available sold very quickly. In 2002 Barratt

first underwent brain surgery to remove an abscess and started writing his own material. There were to

be several repeat operations to cure the problem. Working with writer/producer Ryan Laubscher, Barratt

found his 'other' voice and 11 new tracks were recorded plus covers of Dirty Dancing's 'Hungry Eyes' and

'She's Like the Wind' (which have not yet been released). With Warner out of the picture, Barratt released

the single 'Skip a Beat' in June 2003 under his own label BNW Records. The video reached No 5 on The

BOX. Barratt embarked on a 100-date nationwide schools tour; appeared with Blue, D Side, Liberty X,

Lulu, Fast Food Rockers, Lisa Scott Lee, Blazin' Squad, Sugar Babes, Kim Marsh, Gareth Gates and

many others; and appeared at Live  Loud in Hampden Park, Summer Pops in Liverpool, the Blackburn

Music Festival, Party in the Park and Heaven, as well as numerous night clubs and radio roadshows

across the UK. Barratt is possessed of an extraordinary voice and vocal range. In fact you could say he

has two voices. While rivaling Will Young's tenor tones, Barratt can also sing Whitney Houston's 'I Will

Always Love You' - IN HER PITCH. His new music perfectly demonstrates his wide range. We hope you
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